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Promoting Your Non-Profit

About This Workbook
Welcome. This workbook grew out of our experience in leadership and volunteer roles with 
various non-profit organizations, as well as our work with non-profit clients.
We’ve designed this as a tool to help non-profit and membership organizations develop costeffective, impactful marketing and promotional plans. Non-profit organizations are different
from for-profit entities in many ways. But when it comes to marketing, there are many things
that non-profits can adapt and learn from the for-profit world.
The interactive exercises in this workbook will help you gather your thoughts, identify and
articulate the unique value of your organization, and outline the steps you’ll take to effectively
market your non-profit group. These exercises can be helpful whether you’re just starting a new
local group or operating as part of a large national or international network.
You don’t need to be a marketing expert to use this workbook. In fact, you don’t need to know
much about marketing at all. All we ask is that you are open to thinking about your organization
a little differently.
Once you’ve completed this workbook, you’ll have a plan you can use as a starting point to
implement the next stages of your organization’s marketing and promotional programs.

Good luck!

Thank you to Avery Horzewski, Thaler Pekar, Angi Roberts, and Wes Trochlil for their help in
reviewing the material in this workbook. Your contributions were invaluable.
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A Few Basic Concepts
What is a Product?
Think of the identifying characteristics that make up products you’re familiar with.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the product? What category does it belong to?
What are the features? What does it do?
What are the benefits? How does it help me?
How is it packaged?
Where do you find it?
How do you get it?
What makes it unique?
How much does it cost?
Who does it appeal to?

These characteristics apply not only to tangible products, like a cell phone, but to services and to
the organizations like yours that provide them as well.
Marketing A Cause
Marketing for a non-profit organization or membership association is often focused around a cause
or mission. In this case, your “product” is based not only on your mission, but on your capabilities,
the needs of your constituents or members, and the market environment.
Key steps in marketing an organization are surprisingly similar to the way a marketer might think
about selling the products and services you buy everyday. First, you’ll need to identify your target
audiences (the “customers”) and understand their problem or needs. You’ll then take the services you
provide and make them part of a solution that meets each audience’s needs. Finally, you’ll promote
these offerings in a way that helps these target audiences learn about your offerings and take the
next steps to consider your products or services.
Different Audiences
One way that non-profit groups or associations differ from for-profit organizations is in their a udiences.
Where businesses focus on reaching customers, non-profits must reach several key groups of people,
including volunteers, donors, or sponsors, and those receiving the group’s services (constituents or
members). Although there may be some overlap in these groups, very often they have different issues
and hot buttons, and it usually makes sense to consider them separately.
There are other audiences as well. Board members may technically also be volunteers or members,
but they are often a hand-picked group of individuals chosen for their community leadership, ability
to reach influencers, and the strategic input and direction they can provide the organization. The
messages and materials that resonate with members or volunteers in general may not be appropriate
for the board-level audience.
Policymakers are an audience that is often not considered. Many nonprofit organizations are
funded primarily though government grants. In addition, if your organization is engaged in advocacy
work as are many non-profit groups, you will be targeting policymakers at the local, state, and federal
levels. Organizations that are solely focused on advocacy may spend up to 20% of their budget on
lobbying various policymakers.
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Goal Setting
If you don’t know where you’re going, how will you know if you’ve g otten there?
Most non-profits have mission statements that outline the vision or key direction for the o rganization
or association. It’s important to know the mission or charter of your organization, but it’s not s ufficient
for marketing purposes. You’ll also need to identify the specific goal you’d like to achieve. With this
business goal in mind, you’ll be able to choose the right marketing tactics to meet your target.
Before going any further, take the time to articulate your organization’s mission and to identify the
specific goals you’d like your group to focus on at this time. Be as specific as possible. Consider a
timeframe of no more than 6 months for your goal.
Our Mission Statement:

Our Goal:
Examples: “Recruit 100 additional people as members within the next six months.”
or “Raise $1 million to fund a new program providing support to traditionally underserved clients in
our inner city service area.”
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Building Our Organization’s Brand
Organizations have brands, just as products or services do. A good brand stands for just a few
characteristics—those attributes that people are most likely to identify with that brand.
To determine the attributes of your organization, ask at least four different people from one of your
key target audiences to choose three words that best describe your organization. You may choose to
interview donors, volunteers, employees, members, suppliers, or constituents. A partial list of brand
attributes is included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dependable
Experienced
Mature
Innovative
Creative
High Integrity
Trustworthy
Family Oriented

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technically Adept
Politically Adept
Assertive
Team Oriented
Enthusiastic/Energetic
Nurturing
Freshness/Newness
Persuasive

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stable
Attention to Detail
Financially Astute
Environmentally Aware
Leading Edge
Strong Advocacy
Supportive

Our input on brand attributes:
•

_____________________________________________

•

_____________________________________________

•

_____________________________________________

Interview 1:

Interview 2:

Name: _______________________________
Relationship: _________________________

Name: _______________________________
Relationship: _________________________

Attributes:

Attributes:

•

_______________________________

•

_______________________________

•

_______________________________

•

_______________________________

•

_______________________________

•

_______________________________

Interview 3:

Interview 4:

Name: _______________________________
Relationship: _________________________

Name: _______________________________
Relationship: _________________________

Attributes:

Attributes:

•

_______________________________

•

_______________________________

•

_______________________________

•

_______________________________

•

_______________________________

•

_______________________________

Circle those attributes that show up on at least 2 lists. What kind of common traits do you see?
Any surprises?
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Our Solutions
By understanding the solutions your organization provides to its key audiences, you can better
develop an effective value proposition—one that will differentiate you from other organizations.
The Value Proposition
A unique value proposition is what makes a product/service/solution different from other offerings.
A good value proposition includes three key components:
–
–
–

It identifies a specific customer/audience problem.
It addresses how to solve the problem.
It specifies how this solution is different from other alternatives.

In building a value proposition, consider:
–
–
–

Other available alternatives
The way things are done today
Barriers to entry (how easy is it for someone else to create the same solution you have?)

Here’s an example:
 omen in Consulting (WIC) offers consultants and small business owners a vibrant, diverse,
W
and powerful community to help them build strong businesses. Unlike other organizations,
WIC provides a collaborative forum for members and affiliates to connect and share experiences
and best practices with like-minded professionals.
Articulating Your Solution
Identify critical situations you feel are extremely important to each of your top target audiences (e.g.,
volunteers, donors/sponsors, constituents/members).
For each of these audiences, outline:
–
–
–

the key Issues faced by this group
the Solution you provide to solve these issues
the Results they can expect to obtain from this solution

Key Audience # 1:____________________________________
Critical Problem: ______________________________
		

Why this is important to my target audience:
_________________________________________________________________________

		

Key issues faced (from the audience’s perspective):
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Solution we can provide:

		

Results that can be expected:

Key Audience # 2:____________________________________
Critical Problem: ______________________________
Why this is important to my target audience:

		

_________________________________________________________________________
		

Key issues faced (from the audience’s perspective):

		

Solution we can provide:

		

Results that can be expected:

Key Audience # 3:____________________________________
Critical Problem: ______________________________
		

Why this is important to my target audience:
_________________________________________________________________________

		

Key issues faced (from the audience’s perspective):

		

Solution we can provide:

		

Results that can be expected:

Use this information to help identify the unique value you can bring to your audiences.
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Our Market Research Plan
Your organization may have an impressive mission and charter, but it won’t succeed without a
market, a group of people within your target audience that identifies with your mission and
your approach to the problem or task at hand. Markets change, based on technology, customer
preference, the economy, and even the political environment. Organizations that were once central
to our society have been displaced by new groups and associations. That’s why it’s critical that you
identify a viable set of target prospects within each of your key audiences.
It’s also important to remember that your target will change based on your goals. You will likely have
a very different target for a team fundraising event, like a walk-a-thon or gala, than for a larger-scale
planned giving campaign.
Targeting Groups: Members or Constituents
Think about the most likely target audience for your services and answer the questions below.
My target audience for members/constituents is:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Typical type of group we would target (e.g., families, schools, businesses):
_________________________________________________________________________________
Typical size of group: _______________________________________________________________
Location:

_______________________________________________________________

Other key characteristics (e.g., age, ethnicity, income, marital status, political affiliations, etc.):
_________________________________________________________________________________

Questions to ask when considering how to market your organization to your target members
or constituents:
• What problems are faced by these groups and individuals?
___________________________________________________________________________
• What keeps them up at night?
___________________________________________________________________________
• What alternative solutions have they considered or might they now be using?
___________________________________________________________________________
• What problems do you anticipate they will be facing soon?
___________________________________________________________________________
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• How will your solution address these problems?
___________________________________________________________________________
• How are you different than other available solutions?
___________________________________________________________________________
Economic considerations are also important.
• How is this group impacted by current economic conditions?
___________________________________________________________________________
• Do we have a unique ability or set of services that sets us apart from others?
___________________________________________________________________________
• What other key considerations might impact this situation?
___________________________________________________________________________
Targeting Individuals
Now think of the specific individuals you’ll target. Sometimes people will fall into multiple categories (e.g., volunteers and members and donors), so try to focus on the category that you think is most
likely to attract them to your organization.
• Who buys your “service,” e.g., who makes the decision to work with your organization?
___________________________________________________________________________
• Who else influences that decision?
___________________________________________________________________________
• What identifying characteristics do they have?
___________________________________________________________________________
• Where are they found?
___________________________________________________________________________
• When do they need this type of services?
___________________________________________________________________________
• How do they learn about alternatives?
___________________________________________________________________________
You can repeat this exercise for each of your other audiences: volunteers, donors, sponsors, board
members and policymakers.
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The Competition
Whether you’re recruiting volunteers, signing up new members, or running a capital campaign to
raise funds, it’s likely you’ll encounter competition. It’s important that you understand:
•
•
•
•
•

Who are our competitors?
Where will we likely encounter competition?
What do they offer?
What are their limitations?
What makes us different?

There are commonly three types of competition you may encounter: Other organizations, other
competing activities that capture people’s attention, and inertia or the decision not to take
action at this time. Take time to think about how you can position yourself effectively against
each scenario.
Volunteers:
What other organizations might our candidates consider working for instead of us?
_________________________________________________________________________________
What are the possible advantages of these groups?
_________________________________________________________________________________
We are a better fit than those organizations because:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Reasons why they should choose to take action now rather than waiting: (What will they lose by
not doing this immediately?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
Donors/Sponsors
Who might be competing for funding or support?
_________________________________________________________________________________
Reasons why targets may choose to work with or donate money to another organization:
_________________________________________________________________________________
We are a better choice than those organizations because:
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Reasons why they should choose to take action now rather than waiting: (What will they lose by
not doing this immediately?)
_________________________________________________________________________________
Members/Constituents
Who else may our constituents or members turn to rather than us?
_________________________________________________________________________________
Reasons why they may choose to work with another organization:
_________________________________________________________________________________
We are a better choice than those organizations because:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Reasons why they should choose to take action now rather than waiting: (What will they lose by
not doing this immediately?)
______________________________________________________________________________
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Fundraising
Fundraising is a key requirement for many non-profit organizations. Membership and program fees
help to defray expenses, but most organizations need to raise additional funds from other sources to
remain solvent.
Some organizations promote activities to raise funds, like walk-a-thons, concerts, or car washes.
Others look for sponsorship dollars from community leaders, businesses, or charitable foundations.
Still others focus their fundraising on individual gifts and donations.
If your marketing campaign involves fundraising, there are a number of factors to consider:
Who are we trying to reach?
______________________________________________________________________________
How do we find them?
______________________________________________________________________________
How large is this group (a few major donors vs. many small gifts)?
______________________________________________________________________________
Do we have an established relationship?
______________________________________________________________________________
Have they donated to us previously?
______________________________________________________________________________
What’s the hook (e.g., family member has diabetes, they have a passion for environmental causes,
they’ve made prior donations to reading and literacy programs, etc.)?
______________________________________________________________________________
What’s the average size of gift we can expect?
______________________________________________________________________________
Who is the best person to approach them?
______________________________________________________________________________
What are the key messages to use?
______________________________________________________________________________
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Small Wins
Some prospective donors may not be ready to provide a gift immediately. That doesn’t mean your
effort is in vain. Consider how to get “small wins” from each contact. These may include;
•

Follow-up appointment: Arrange to set up a return meeting in _____ weeks/months.

•

Referral to other donors: Always ask for the names of at least 3 potential donors.

•

In-kind support: Some people may be able to provide materials or services instead of money.

•

Promotion for the cause: Those who are passionate about your mission may be w
 illing to
volunteer or become an evangelist for your cause.

•

Future commitment: Ask the donor to make a pledge for a future commitment with no
money due now.

•

Just a small donation: If the prospect isn’t ready to commit to the donation you’re looking
for, perhaps they may be willing to donate even a token amount of money to your cause.
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The Fundraising Toolkit
Many people find fundraising to be an overwhelming or frightening proposition. The more
you can provide your volunteer fundraisers with well organized, simple-to-use information,
the easier this process will become for them.
One way to do this is to create a fundraising toolkit, complete with all the background information,
speaking points, and step-by-step directions that make the process as straightforward as possible.
Kits should be available as hardcopies and in a PDF format for distribution online.
There are many fundraising resources available to non-profit organizations, from software tools and
databases to consultants whose main focus is helping groups like yours raise money.
Smaller organizations with more limited budgets may find they are doing more of the fundraising
themselves. In that case, you’ll want to provide volunteers with a basic fundraising toolkit that
includes at least the following key elements:
	Organization mission statement/overview. This should be short, simple and to the
point: who you are and what it is you do. If you are part of a national organization, be
clear to differentiate on what your group does vs. other state, local or national entities.
	Overview of the fundraising project. Include your goals, timeframes, and the target
amounts that you’d like to receive from various categories of donors.
	Target donor profile. Be as specific as possible to help your fundraisers know
the types of individuals or organizations they should be trying to reach.
	Phone, voice mail, and email scripts. Sample scripts will help guide your fundraiser
through many of the likely conversations they are likely to have with potential donors.
	Frequently asked questions (FAQs). Create a list of questions or objections you’ve
heard before or expect you may hear from. Don’t forget to include suggested responses,
especially to any difficult to answer questions.
	Key talking points and soundbites. Put together a list of key messages you’d like to
deliver, such as the impact of a program or initiative on a community, the number of
families you’ve helped, or the consequences that may occur if you don’t receive continued
funding for your programs. Include copies of any marketing, promotion or fundraising
pieces you’ve recently completed.
	Testimonials from constituents and/or other donors. Statements from third
parties are always more credible than anything you might say yourself. Quotes from
people who have been helped by your organization are ideal, but a statementfrom a
donor expressing why they feel your group is worth their support can be quite powerful.
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	Information about the organization’s programs. Include an outline of your key
programs or initiatives, particularly any programs that will be specifically supported by
this fundraising effort.
	Competitive information. Provide background information on other organizations or
groups that may also be soliciting your donor pool. Include the information you collected
on page 12 about why your organization is a better choice for donors.
	Referral script. Virtually no one likes to make a cold call. Your fundraisers will be
much more successful if they can make warm calls via introductions from donors to
friends and acquaintances that may also be good fundraising prospects. Include a script
to help them solicit these referrals.
	Step-by-step instructions. Provide instructions on how to handle a variety of p
 otential
situations that your fundraisers may face. Consider not only phone calls and in-person
visits, but also the fact that in today’s world, some contacts may be occurring totally via
email or other Web tools.
	Contact lists. Collect a list of key individuals within your organization that the
organizer can approach to answer questions or provide support, as well as who can take
the next steps if the fundraiser is not able to follow-up or is uncomfortable in doing so.
Other information you think is relevant:

___________________________________________________________________________
Be sure to keep good records of income and expenses, as fund raising efforts are reported separately
on non-profit tax forms. If a fundraising company is used, be sure your organization keeps a copy of
the signed contract.

NOTES:
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Keeping Track of it All: The Database
A good database is essential to the success of a non-profit organization or association. You’ll need to
keep track of not just volunteers, donors, members and constituents, but also people who ask for
information about your programs, prospective volunteers or members, possible speakers, sponsors,
and others.
Considerations when choosing a database tool:
•

The approximate number of contacts to track in each category for the next 24-36 months

•

The level of difficulty to learn and support the tool

•

The level of sophistication of people who will be supporting this tool (volunteers vs. staff)

•

 he different areas of data management required (e.g., membership, donors, volunteer
T
management, event management, product management)

•

 he ability to export records to other tools, such as email distribution programs or
T
spreadsheets

•

The ability to search by a wide variety of fields, not just by contact information

•

The ability to track event attendance or other types of engagement with the organization

•

The cost of setting up and maintaining the tool

Types of information you’ll want to track:
•

Name

•

Address (including city, state and zip code)

•

Telephone (business, home and/or mobile)

•

Email address

•

Categories (e.g., donor, volunteer, board member, policymaker, media, etc.)

•

Prior history with organization (contributions, volunteer work, etc.)

•

Current contribution level

•

Date of most recent contribution

•

Attendance at events or participation in other forms of engagement with the organization

•

Next planned contact date

•

Communications (newsletter, monthly or annual mailing, email blasts, etc.)

•

Source (how they were introduced to your organization)

•

 ther relevant information: connection to your organization, updates on recent interactions,
O
referrals, interests, comments, etc.
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Database tools come in all shapes and sizes. Some are available only for PCs or for Macs, but most
are cross-platform. Programs like FileMaker®, Microsoft Excel®, or Microsoft Access ® are good
for capturing information in a simple and straightforward manner, but don’t offer the features and
capabilities of full-fledged customer resource management (CRM) systems like Salesforce.com,
which allows you to maintain your records in a Web-based tool, accessible from any browser. In
addition to FileMaker and Salesforce.com, there’s also a broad array of database programs available
specifically for the fundraising and membership management disciplines.
Whichever tool you choose, we strongly recommend working with a qualified database professional
to set up the system correctly. This will save you the countless hours, money, and the frustration of
having to rework or fix a quickly implemented but poorly thought-out system.
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The Escalator Pitch
No Elevator Pitches. You’ve most likely heard about elevator pitches—those quick summaries of
who you are and what you offer that you would deliver in the time it takes to ride in an elevator.
Nice idea, but not very realistic. Life doesn’t often give us a good long, uninterrupted elevator ride
in which to introduce ourselves.
You do need to be able to quickly tell people about your organization and what it is you do, but
instead of creating an elevator pitch, think about being on an escalator when you deliver
your introduction:
•
•
•
•

It’s not a captive audience.
It’s an open, not closed space.
Your target can start moving away from you.
You only get one flight to make your point.

Remember:
•
•
•
•
•

Be concrete
Be simple
Get to the point
Be aware of your target’s reactions
Interact with your audience: talk “with” them, not “at” them

Take a few moments to create a 30-second escalator pitch. Remember you have to be concise
and to the point and your audience may very well be distracted. Include:

•

Who you are

•

What you do

•

One thing that makes you valuable to a potential donor, volunteer or member

(Keep your eye on the audience—have they started to walk up the escalator?)
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Creating a Marketing Plan
Now that you’ve identified your target audiences and your solution, you need to understand how
best to package and promote your organization.
A Marketing Plan is your roadmap to ensure that your marketing efforts are on track and aligned
with your key marketing objectives. To start with, a basic marketing plan for your non-profit
organization should have three components:
•
•
•

A Marketing Template
Your Basic Marketing Tools
A Professional Marketing Package

You should also develop a list of potential marketing tactics that are appropriate for you to apply
to your campaign.

Sample Marketing Template
•

WHO

 our target audience. To whom your marketing efforts are focused. This
Y
can be a category of people (e.g., breast cancer survivors) or a specific
individual (e.g., the CEO of a local supermarket chain who you’d like to
enlist to spearhead your fundraising drive).

•

WHAT

 our goal. The objective of your marketing campaign (e.g., recruit 50
Y
new teams to participate in your annual Walkathon; upgrade 10% of your
members to a premier status).

•

WHERE

 pecific locations you’d like to target. This can be a segment of the market
S
(e.g., companies with more than 500 employees) or a geographical location
(e.g., walkers within a 10 mile radius of Boston, MA) or other identifying
characteristics (e.g., women over 50 years old who have had cancer).

•

WHEN

 he timeframe when you ideally want to launch the campaign (e.g., recruit
T
5 key donors within the next 90 days).

•

WHY

 our differentiator. Why what you are offering is different and more
Y
compelling that what other organizations offer your audience.

•

HOW

 our action plan. What you’ll do to market and promote your offering
Y
to your target audience. Include the specific steps you’ll take to show the
unique value your organization provides.
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Our Marketing Template
In a previous exercise, you created a solution. Now complete the marketing template below to
create a roadmap for marketing this solution. Create a marketing template for each audience you
wish to reach.

Who

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

What

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Where

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

When

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Why

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

How

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Social Media: The Best Things in Life Are (Sometimes) Free
Many great marketing tools are offered free or at a highly reduced fee to non-profit organizations. A
partial list of some of these tools is provided in the Useful Resources section at the back of this workbook, and on the Non-Profit Resource page on the L2M Associates website. Some providers require
proof of an organization’s non-profit status to qualify for these offers.
The number of resources available is exploding with the rise of social media. There are websites and
blogs focusing just on this topic, Facebook pages and fan groups to join, Twitter messages to follow.
Not all of these are of equal value to your group. Before you jump into adapting any of these options,
ask the following questions:
What capabilities does this tool provide?
______________________________________________________________________________
How will this help me reach my marketing goal?
______________________________________________________________________________
Do we have the expertise and/or resources on our team to manage and implement this tool?
______________________________________________________________________________
If not, how and where will we find the resources we’ll need?
______________________________________________________________________________
How will we support this effort once it’s established?
______________________________________________________________________________
Are there additional ongoing fees (including maintenance or support) associated with the use
of this tool for which we’ll be responsible moving forward?
______________________________________________________________________________
What other alternative tools should we be evaluating?
______________________________________________________________________________
Are there specific features or functionality in this tool that are designed especially for organizations
like mine?
______________________________________________________________________________
How simple will it be to transition support of this tool from one staff member or volunteer to
another as time goes by?
______________________________________________________________________________
What other non-profit organizations are effectively using this tool today? What best practices
can I learn from them?
______________________________________________________________________________
23
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Our Marketing Universe
There are literally hundreds of marketing tactics you could use in the campaign to market your
organization. Some of these have higher out-of-pocket costs; others require a larger time investment
but less upfront dollars. What’s important is that you choose those tactics that are both comfortable
for you and your team, and those that are also best suited for the task at hand.
Potential Marketing Tactics
Advertising
Alliances
Blogs
Case studies
Community organizations
Directory listings
Email campaigns
Email introductions
Email signature files
Events
Facebook page
Fundraising toolkit
Google profile
Industry associations
LinkedIn group

Local community newspapers
Mail campaigns
MySpace
Networking
News releases
Online communities
Petitions
Phone script
Podcasts
Printed brochures/flyers
Promotional giveaways
Publicity
Public service announcements
(PSAs)
Referrals

Speaking opportunities
Teleseminars
Testimonials
TV/Radio talk and news shows
Twitter
Videos/YouTube
Voicemail recording
Volunteer activities
Webinars
Website
Word of mouth
White papers/position papers

Choose the tactics you’ll use in your campaign. Put the most critical “must-have” tactics close to the
middle of the oval; those that are important but not critical should be closer to the outside; those
that are nice to have but not really necessary should be outside the oval.

Our
Campaign
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Building A Marketing Campaign
Now you’re ready to start building your marketing campaign. Here are a few things to remember:
•
•
•
•
•

Be focused on your target audience
Articulate the value you provide—don’t sell yourself short
Show you know how to ask good questions
Start with a simple but do-able set of marketing goals
Position your organization appropriately

Start with the Basic Marketing Tools
Don’t wait until you have a full-blown, professionally produced comprehensive package. Start with
a few basic tools and build. Of course you’ll want a professional looking organizational overview, in
both printed and electronic versions, as well as a nice cover letter. In addition to those, you’ll also
need to represent your organization in the different ways people communicate. That means you’ll
want to have something:
•
•
•
•

To say…quick verbal introduction for various audiences
To read…success stories, testimonials, articles, white papers
To email…an introductory email, v-cards, signature files
To view online…website, Yahoo/Google listings, FaceBook page, etc.

Packaging and Promoting Your Solution
Once you’ve completed your marketing template, you need to consider how you’ll package and
promote this.
People really do judge a book by its cover. That’s why it’s important that the “packaging” you put
around your organization reflects the image you want the group to portray.
•

Clean, crisp and correct. Make sure all documents are direct, to the point and checked
to be free of spelling and grammatical errors.

•

Polished. Whether you’re sending email or presenting hardcopies, make sure your
communications look well thought out and prepared. Use full sentences, avoid slang and
don’t use jargon (when in doubt, spell it out!).

•

Consistent. Be sure your branding is consistent throughout all of your external
communications, including websites, letterheads, brochures and flyers, emails, etc.

•

 rofessional but not pricey. There’s no need to waste money on pricey printing or
P
presentation options. With a simple inkjet printer and paper and presentations from your
local office supply store, you can put together an inexpensive but professional looking
presentation quickly and easily.

Hint: When in doubt, leave color out. Use color printing judiciously—only where it will make a
noticeable difference in the readability or presentation of your material.
Hint: Office supply stores are your friend. In addition to inexpensive but nice looking papers
and folders, you can also pick up inkjet labels for personalizing handouts and mailings, as well as
attractive envelopes.
Hint: Think green. Whenever you can, make it possible to access your materials online. When you
do need to produce hardcopies, use two-sided printing and print only what you really need. Avoid
extra packaging wherever possible.
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What’s in a Marketing Package
The exact contents of your marketing package will of course be dependent on your group’s situation
and the needs of your target audiences. In any case and no matter how this package is presented
(in hardcopy format, sent as a PDF, as part of a Web page), your package should have the following
content included:
•

Who you are

•

What problem you solve

•

What unique value you provide

•

Who can use you

•

When should people call you

•

How to contact you

•

Other differentiators

Hint: Make sure your content is appropriate for your service area. Your organization or
association is an expert in your area of service. You know what’s important for your constituents or
members. A parent-teacher organization will have a very different package and promotional strategy
than one focused on helping the homeless. The package for an environmental awareness group may
be very different than the one for an association of health care providers. Consider your audience
when you build your package and promotions.
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Our Marketing Toolkit Action Plan
To get started, make a list of the key items you need for your marketing toolkit. Include target due
dates for when you’ll commit to getting a draft of each of these completed. The first step in each
category should be something you can complete and have ready to use within the next 72 hours.
To Say…
e.g., escalator pitch, training for volunteers, introductions for various audiences.
My Action Items 							

Target Due Dates:

•

__________________________________________

________________

•

__________________________________________

________________

•

__________________________________________

________________

To Read…
e.g. overview of special programs and offerings, how we help constituents, success stories, testimonials,
relevant articles or white papers.
My Action Items 							

Target Due Dates:

•

__________________________________________

________________

•

__________________________________________

________________

•

__________________________________________

________________

To Email…
e.g., introductory emails, v-cards and signature files, program announcements, email templates.
My Action Items 							

Target Due Dates:

•

__________________________________________

________________

•

__________________________________________

________________

•

__________________________________________

________________

To View…
e.g., Website, Yahoo/Google listings, FaceBook page, MySpace page, LinkedIn group
My Action Items 							

Target Due Dates:

•

__________________________________________

________________

•

__________________________________________

________________

•

__________________________________________

________________
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Our Networking and Outreach Plan
Not all networking is of equal value. Focus your networking efforts on those individuals who are
most likely to have connections that can be helpful to meeting your marketing goals.
Remember that networking is a two-way street. Think of the value you can provide to others with
whom you’ll network. What kind of help or support can you offer them?
Identify 20 good potential networking partners. For each, include who they work with, how you
know them, the hook you’ll use to connect with them, what you’ll ask them for, and what you can
offer them.
Use the chart on the following page to track your networking efforts. Feel free to make additional
copies of this page if needed.
Circle the names of the top 5 potential networking partners. These are the people you’ll contact
first and make a concerted effort to reach.
As your team networks, ask each person you talk to who else they might recommend for you to
contact. So each contact should lead you to additional new potential contacts.
Use tools like LinkedIn, MySpace, and Facebook to connect to top networking targets.
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Name

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________

2. ___________

___________

3. ___________

___________

4. ___________

___________

5. ___________

___________

6. ___________

___________

7. ___________

___________

8. ___________

___________

Know through PTA

Connection

___________

Sue Richards

Assigned to

___________ ___________ ___________

ABC Company

Organization

1. ___________

Example: Jill Jones

Get name for
w/breast cancer

The Ask
Speaker for
team captains

The Offer
Sept. 15
PTA meeting

Due Date
5 new names

Outcome
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___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________

Family member

Hook
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Our Accountability Plan
No journey will be completely uneventful. To keep your marketing program on track, you’ll want to
be aware of the potential obstacles you may come across, and to identify support systems that can
help you and your team detour around these “hazards.”

Goal: ____________________________________________________________________________
Target Completion Date_____________________________________________________________

Potential obstacles we need to be aware of:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Support systems that will help us overcome obstacles:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Our Commitments
You’re almost there. Research tells us that people are more likely to make progress towards a goal
when they set specific, actionable targets with definite deadlines. Complete the chart below with
targets that are both reasonable and relevant. Include the name of the key person responsible for
meeting each milestone.
Today (date ___________) we will:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Responsibility: _______________________________
In the next 72 hours (by ___________) we will:
_________________________________________________________________________________
Responsibility: _______________________________
In the next week (by ___________) we will:  
_________________________________________________________________________________
Responsibility: _______________________________
In the next 30 days (by ___________) we will:  
_________________________________________________________________________________
Responsibility: _______________________________
In the next 6 months (by __________) we will:   
_________________________________________________________________________________
Responsibility: _______________________________
What about those big grand plans that might not be accomplished in six months? Acknowledge
them and put them in a “parking lot,” so you can go back and revisit these in the future.
Parking Lot (Someday, maybe we’d like to):
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
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Measuring Our Progress
You’ve created a roadmap for marketing your organization or association. It’s important to regularly
look around and see if you’re on track to get where you want to go—just as you would when following a map when driving. And just as you’re likely to run into traffic, accidents, or construction while
on the road, it’s quite possible you’ll encounter obstacles in this roadmap that require rethinking and
adjusting to get you to your destination as efficiently as possible. (Sometimes you may even decide
to rethink whether or not you want to continue to that destination, and that’s okay too.)
On a regular basis, stop and evaluate where you are. Be sure to acknowledge your successes as well
as any setbacks.

Check-In Date: _____________________________________________

What’s Working:
•

______________________________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________________________

Where We Need to Improve
•

______________________________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________________________

•

______________________________________________________________________________

Our Revised To Do List							

Dates Due

•

___________________________________________

_______________________

•

___________________________________________

_______________________

•

___________________________________________

_______________________
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Promoting Your Non-Profit Checklist
Use this list to track your progress in moving forward in your marketing campaign. Check off each of
the items below as you complete it.
Goal Statement
List of Obstacles
Value Proposition
Organizational Brand Worksheet
Networking Plan
Target Company List
Problem/Solution/Results
Marketing Universe
Skills/Talents Passions
Escalator Pitch
Marketing Template
Marketing Toolkit Action Plan
Social Media/Web2.0 Plan
Fundraising Tool Kit
Database Plan
Website
Phone Script
Voicemail Recording
Email Introduction
Measuring Progress
Commitments
Accountability Plan
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A Final Thought
Congratulations! Look how far you’ve come.
You’ve identified your marketing goal, your group’s differentiators, and your organization or association’s key brand attributes. You’ve determined the key target audiences you’ll need to reach and
you’ve created a specific set of activities to market yourself to those audiences. You’ve recognized
some of the obstacles you may encounter along the way and created a support system to help you
through the process.
By doing this, you’ve set your group apart from the myriad of other organizations or associations in
the market today. Remember, though, that even though you’ve gotten this far, there’s no noise unless
you go out and make it. Even if you offer the best services in the world, you won’t be considered if
volunteers, donors, and potential members or constituents don’t know about you.

The next step is up to you. Go out and execute your plan with confidence.

What will YOU do to start marketing and promoting your organization today?
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Useful Resources
The following are just a few of the resources that are available to help you promote and market your
non-profit organization.
L2M Associates’ Non-Profit Marketing Page: www.L2MAssociates.com/nonprofit
Marketing Your Career: Positioning, Packaging, and Promoting Yourself for Success – Linda Popky
Positioning: The Battle for the Mind – Jack Trout and Al Ries
Online resources for non-profit organizations:
•
•
•
•

www.networkforgood.org
www.techsoup.org
www.netsquared.org
www.socialedge.org

Non-profit programs available to 501(c) 3 organizations:
•
•
•
•
•

Google Adwords Grants: www.google.com/grants
YouTube Non-Profit Program: www.youtube.com/nonprofits
Network for Good/Yahoo Charity Badges:
www.networkforgood/org/pca/pcaLandingPage.aspx
Facebook Causes: www.apps.facebook.com/causes/about
Salesforce.com: www.salesforcefoundation.org/product/

Google Tools:
•
•
•
•

Wikis:

Google Docs
Google Voice
Google 411
Google Profile

•

Communities:
•

•

www.skype.com

www.slideshare.com

Petitions

Blogs:
•
•
•

www.ning.com

Sharing Presentations:

PC to PC audio and video conferencing:
•

www.wetpaint.com

•
•

www.blogger.com
www.wordpress.com
www.typepad.com

www.thepetitionsite.com
www.ipetitions.com

Find Volunteers Online:
•
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Ordering Information
Volume discounts are available on the Leverage2Market Mastery Series. Our handbooks and workbooks can be ordered in any combination of titles. We can also customize books with your logo or
custom-specific text. Please call for details: (650) 281-4854.
Handbooks:
Marketing Your Career: Positioning, Packaging and Promoting Yourself ________
For Success –$19.95
Handbook Cost (Total units x Price per unit see above)
$ _____________
Workbooks:
Marketing Your Career – Workbook

$9.95

________

$6.95

________

$12.95

________

$8.95

________

  Ebook
Promoting Your Non-Profit – Workbook
        Ebook
Workbook Cost (Total units x Price per unit see above)

$ _____________

Subtotal of Books
CA only, add 9.25% sales tax

$ _____________
$ _____________

Shipping & Handling: $3.00 per hardcopy book*

$ _____________

Total Cost:

$ _____________

*Contact us for shipping charges for quantity orders.

Payment by
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Amex
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MasterCard

Card Number

__________________________________________________________________

Expiration Date __________________________________________________________________
Signature

__________________________________________________________________

Name

_________________________________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________________________
City

______________________________ State_____ ZIP______________________________

Email

_________________________________________________________________________

Mail or fax this sheet to:
Leverage2Marketing Mastery Series
Woodside Business Press
50 Woodside Plaza, #102, Redwood City, CA 94061
Phone: (650) 281-4854
Fax: (650) 780-0386
Email: orders@woodsidebusinesspress.com
www.woodsidebusinesspress.com
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